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Abstract. The communication patterns of concurrent programs can be expressed succinctly using behaviours; these
can be viewed as a kind of causal constraints or as a kind
of process algebra terms. We present a system that infers
behaviours from a useful fragment of Concurrent ML programs; it is based on previously developed theoretical results
and forms the core of a system available on the Internet. By
means of a case study, used as a benchmark in the literature,
we shall see that the system facilitates the validation of certain safety conditions for reactive programs.

1 Introduction
It is well-known that testing can only demonstrate the presence of bugs, never their absence. This has motivated a vast
amount of research into techniques for guaranteeing statically
(that is, at compile-time rather than at run-time) that the software behaves in certain ways; a prime example is the formal
verification of software. In this line of development, various
notions of type systems have been put forward because they
allow to perform static checks of certain kinds of bugs: at
run-time there may still be a need to check for division by
zero but there will never be a need to check for the addition
of booleans and files. As programming languages evolve in
terms of features like module systems and the integration of
different programming paradigms, the research on type systems is constantly pressed for new problems to be treated. An
impressive application is [33] where an annotated type system is used for efficient stack implementation of a call-byvalue functional language; this provides a main theoretical
basis for the ML Kit1 .
Our research has been motivated by the integration of
the functional and concurrent programming paradigms. We
1 The ML Kit home page is http://www.diku.dk/researchgroups/topps/activities/kit2/index.html.

believe this combination to be particularly attractive since
(i) many real-time applications demand concurrency, and (ii)
many algorithms can be expressed elegantly and concisely
as functional programs. Example programming languages are
Concurrent ML (CML) [25] that extends Standard ML (SML)
[14] with concurrency, and Facile [32] that follows a similar approach but more directly contains syntax for expressing CCS-like process composition. By the very nature of programming, the overall communication pattern of a CML (or
Facile) program may not be immediately transparent, and
compact ways of expressing the communications taking place
are desired. One such representation is behaviours [21,1], a
kind of process algebra terms based on [17]; they are related
to “effects” [30] but augment these in conveying causality information.
To illustrate how the causal nature of behaviours is used to
show the absence of certain bugs in concurrent systems, consider the following safety criterion: a machine  must not
be started until the temperature has reached a certain level.
Assuming that there is a channel start M such that  is
started by sending a signal over this channel, and that there is
a channel temp OK such that a thermometer sends a signal
over this channel when the temperature reaches the appropriate level, this criterion amounts to saying that a process 
should never send a signal over the channel start M unless
it has just received a signal over the channel temp OK. Now
suppose we can show that  has some behaviour  : then it
may be immediate that the above safety property holds, for
instance if  is defined recursively as

  

temp OK ? start M !



which should be interpreted as follows:  performs a cycle
and in each iteration it first performs some “irrelevant” actions not affecting the two channels of interest; then it receives a signal over temp OK; and finally it sends a signal
over start M. As we shall see, our system will be able to
supply simplified behaviours of the form displayed for  .
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The system. The paper reports on a tool for behaviour analysis; it can be accessed for experimentation at
http://www.daimi.aau.dk/˜bra8130/TBAcml/TBA CML.html

The system takes as input a CML program and produces as
output its behaviour. The user interface allows to restrict the
attention to a selection of channels, in which case the output often becomes both readable and informative and thereby
enables one to manually validate certain safety criteria.
The system is written in Moscow ML2 , a variant of SML.
This language is convenient as it supports modular programming via separate compilation, and as it contains support 3
for a web interface: from Moscow ML code one can create
cgi scripts and there are functions for reading the contents
of html-forms.
Theoretical foundations. The basis for our system is an algorithm that given a CML program  returns a behaviour  . In
order for this algorithm to be trustworthy it must be ensured
that  is “faithful” to the actual run-time behaviour of  . To
do so we have followed a classical recipe and
1. defined an inference system for behaviours, giving rules
for when it is possible to assign a given behaviour to an
expression;
2. demonstrated that this inference system is sound wrt. a semantics for CML, in the sense that “well-typed programs
communicate according to their behaviour” (and hence
that “well-typed programs do not go wrong”, cf. [13,15,
16]);
3. demonstrated that the algorithm is sound wrt. the inference system, i.e. that its output represents a valid inference.
The rather complex development is covered4 in [2] which
also establishes a completeness result, stating that the inferred
behaviours are in a certain sense principal.

process “blanks” (pieces of metal) in a press; its various components are shown a bird’s eye view of on Fig. 1 which is a
picture taken from a simulator, and at the bottom of the figure
a supply of blanks is depicted. The blanks enter the system on
the feed belt depicted just above and are then transfered one
at a time to a rotating table; the table is then elevated and rotated such that one of the two robot arms can take the blank
and place it in the press. After the blank has been forged by
the press, the other robot arm will take it out and deliver it
to a deposit belt (the top one on Fig. 1). For testing purposes
a crane has been added to move the blanks from the deposit
belt back to the feed belt.
Overview. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of the programming language CML and its type system. In Section 3
we introduce the notion of behaviours and illustrate a few of
the rules for assigning behaviours to expressions. Section 4
sketches our inference algorithm which returns a set of constraints as output. Section 5 outlines how the system, guided
by the user, manipulates and partially solves these constraints
so as to improve readability. The user interface is described in
Section 6. The use of the system for validating a program implementing the Karlsruhe production cell is presented in Section 7; a number of safety properties can in fact be validated
while the validation of other properties would require information not presently included in the behaviours. We present
our concluding remarks, including some notes on implementation issues, in Section 8.

2 Concurrent ML
The language Concurrent ML (CML) extends Standard ML
(SML) with primitives for concurrency; before elaborating on
these we shall first give a short tutorial to features common
for SML and CML.

Analysing behaviours. As demonstrated in [21,22] there are
several other applications of behaviour information (such as
testing for finite communication topology); thus a variety of
analyses may be put on top of our system. Since a behaviour
abstracts the program from which it is derived, the result of
analysing the former yields correct information about the latter. One might even devise a tool for testing certain properties
of behaviours, à la the Mobility Workbench [34] which operates on -calculus expressions.

Functional features. SML [14] is an eager (call-by-value)
functional language, in the sense that a program consists of
a sequence of function definitions. Much of the popularity of
functional languages stems from the possibility of defining
generic functions that are applicable in a variety of contexts.
As an example of this, consider the function foldr defined
by

A case study. The presentation in this paper will be based on
CML programs for the Karlsruhe production cell [12] that has
been put forward as a benchmark for designing and validating concurrent systems. The overall purpose of the cell is to

which processes the list, given as second argument, from right
to left. One use for this function is to find the number of nonzero elements in a list:

2

The Moscow ML home page is
http://www.dina.kvl.dk/˜sestoft/mosml.html.
3 c Jonas Barklund, Computing Science Dept., Uppsala University, 1996.
4 For a core subset of CML; to handle functions (such as wrap) that manipulate events (cf. Sect. 2) we need a non-trivial reformulation of the semantics, similar to what is done in [23].


fun foldr f [] a = a
|
foldr f (x::xs) a = f (x, foldr f xs a)

fun num_non_zero xs =
foldr (fn (x,a) =>
if x = 0 then a else a+1)
xs 0

SML is equipped with a type system which ensures that
“well-typed programs cannot go wrong” [13], that is if it is
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Fig. 1. The Karlsruhe Production Cell.

possible at compile-time to assign a type to a given expression then certain kinds of run-time errors (such as adding a
boolean to an integer) cannot happen (whereas others like division by zero may still occur). The SML type system will
assign foldr the type
 

 



list

 

 

This reflects that foldr demands an argument  which is a
binary function, an argument  which is a list, and an argument  whose type equals the result type of foldr. The type
information pinpoints the generic nature of foldr:
1. it is higher-order, i.e. its arguments may be functions
themselves;

2. it is polymorphic
as can be seen from the presence of
 
and ; these type variables may each be instantiated to
different types (such as int or bool) in different contexts.
Concurrent features. CML [25] extends SML with primitives for concurrency: the primitive spawn creates a new
process; the primitive channel creates a new channel; the
primitive send sends a value over a channel as soon as some
other process is ready to receive, and blocks until this is the
case; the primitive accept receives a value from a channel
as soon as some other process is ready to send, and blocks
until this is the case. This is not an exhaustive list of all the
concurrency primitives and we shall introduce additional constructs in the sequel.
Also in a concurrent setting generic functions are useful;
as a simple first example of this consider the function below which makes use of the sequencing operator “;” wellknown from many imperative languages for executing one
statement before another. First it sends a signal over the channel start ch (this may start some machine); then it waits
for the termination of function wait fun (which may loop
until the machine is in some desired position); finally it sends
a stop signal.

fun move_until wait_fun start_ch stop_ch =
( send(start_ch,())
; wait_fun ()
; send(stop_ch,()) )

The CML type system will assign it the type
unit



unit chan

unit chan

unit


which is still higher-order but not really polymorphic (as
will typically be unit); here unit is the singleton type with
() as its only element.
In order for a concurrent system to behave in a systematic
way it is convenient to impose some protocol on the communication. An example protocol is the double handshake which
allows an “active” part to interact with a “passive” part. When
the passive part is ready to interact it sends a signal over a
channel; when the active part has received this signal it performs its “critical action” and afterwards sends a signal to
indicate completion. In the case of CML only one channel is
needed since channels are bidirectional; the following piece
of code thus implements the role of the passive part:
fun passive_sync ready_ch =
( send(ready_ch,())
; accept(ready_ch)
)

and the following piece of code implements the role of the
active part:
fun active_sync ready_ch crit_action =
( accept(ready_ch)
; crit_action ()
; send(ready_ch,())
)

Events. A more complex scenario is when a passive process
wants to interact with two active processes in a “first come
first served” manner. This can be expressed by the pseudocode (in the style of [9])

4
if ready ch1
[] ready ch2
fi
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passive sync ch1; passive sync ch2
passive sync ch2; passive sync ch1

We shall see that this can in fact be expressed in CML, using the notion of events: one can think of an event as a communication possibility. Events are “first class values”, which
means that they can be passed around just like integers.
To create events, CML offers the primitive transmit
which is a “non-committing” version of send; in a similar
way the primitive receive is a non-committing version of
accept.
The CML primitive sync synchronises an event, i.e. turns
it into an actual communication. Consider the event created
by evaluating the expression transmit(ch1,()): when
sync is applied to this event, the value () is sent over the
channel ch1 provided some other process is ready to receive from ch1, otherwise the operation blocks.
(We have the

equations send    sync transmit  and accept  
sync receive  .)
The CML primitive select is as sync except that it
takes a list of events and synchronises one of these; the choice
is deferred until it can be ensured that the selected communication will not block.
An attempt to achieve part of the desired protocol is then
to write
select [transmit(ch1,()), transmit(ch2,())]

but we must ensure that if select synchronises the first
event (created by transmit(ch1,())) then the continuation will be to execute
accept(ch1); passive_sync ch2

and similarly if select chooses the second event. We thus
need a way of “inlining” a “continuation” into an event, such
that the event applies the continuation if synchronised. This
is taken care of by the CML primitive wrap; using this primitive the desired protocol can be achieved by writing
select [wrap( transmit(ch1,()),
fn () => ( accept(ch1)
; passive_sync ch2)),
wrap( transmit(ch2,()),
fn () => ( accept(ch2)
; passive_sync ch1))]

A more succinct way of expressing this is
select [passive_sync_event ch1
fn () => passive_sync ch2,
passive_sync_event ch2
fn () => passive_sync ch1]

where we have used a new generic function for creating “handshake events”:
fun passive_sync_event ready_ch cont =
wrap ( transmit(ready_ch,()),
fn () => ( accept(ready_ch)
; cont ()
))

The function passive sync event returns an event which

– will only be synchronised if some other process is ready
to receive on the channel ready ch;
– if synchronised it will (i) complete the double handshake,
and (ii) execute the rest of the computation as specified
by cont.
Accordingly, the CML type system will assign the type
unit chan

unit





event



to passive sync event ( will typically be unit).
During our presentation we have introduced a number of
building blocks; in a subsequent chapter we shall see (Fig. 5)
how these can be combined into a somewhat larger program.
3 Behaviours
As is apparent from the preceding section the CML type system may convey useful information about the functionality of
a program, but when it comes to analysing the communication
pattern it is of little use. To facilitate the latter we augment the
system by annotating certain CML types with behaviour and
region information. (We use to range over behaviour variables and  to range over region variables, cf. the use
of type

variables .) The annotation  in a function type
describes the behaviour taking place whenever
the
function is


applied, and we shall continue to write
for the type
of a function that is applied “silently” (as will be the case for
constructors like pair and transmit). The annotation  in
an event type of the form event  describes the behaviour
taking place whenever the event is synchronised; finally the
annotation in a channel type chan describes the region
in which the channel is allocated.
A region explicitly denotes a set of program points corresponding to occurrences of channel, and implicitly denotes
the set of channels created from these points. Thus our intention is that region information should enable us to distinguish
between channels allocated by different syntactic occurrences
of channel, but we do not aim at distinguishing between
channels allocated by different invocations5 of the same syntactic occurrence.















  



Example 1. The function move until (introduced in Section 2) can be assigned the annotated type
unit
unit







unit chan





unit chan

 


which reflects that move until does not perform any action until it has been supplied with three arguments. Here 
denotes the behaviour



! unit



 



! unit



which reflects that move until when applied to the three
arguments  ,
, and
performs the following actions:
– first it sends the value () over the channel
region ;



5

, located in

See e.g. [5] for a methodology to achieve this level of detail.
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– then it calls   with the argument (), since  has type
unit
this will behave as indicated
by ;

– finally
it
sends
()
over
the
channel
,
located
in region


.



The notion of annotated types6 goes way back in the literature; a classic example being the effects of [30]. In the
present paper, a behaviour  is either


– a variable

;
– the empty behaviour  (no “visible”
actions
take place);



– a sequential composition   (first  and then  takes
place);




 (either  or  takes place);
– a choice operator 
– SPAWN  (a process is spawned which behaves as indicated by  );
– CHAN (a channel, able to transmit values of type , is
allocated in region );
– ? (a value of type is read from a channel located in
region );
– ! (a value of type is written to a channel located in
region ).



 

 













Example 2. The function passive sync can be assigned
the type

  unit
denotes  ! unit 

unit chan
where 

and its cousin passive sync event can be assigned the
type
unit chan
where 





unit



 




denotes  ! unit  ? unit

event



We now present some of the rules given in [2] for assigning
annotated types to CML expressions; as in [24] (which was
in turn inspired by [28,10]) judgements take the form




Such a judgement states that the CML expression has type
and that the evaluation of gives rise to visible actions as
indicated by  , assuming that



– the environment contains type information about the
identifiers occurring free in ;
– the relation between the various
variables in and  is

given by the constraint set .
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bool 













if











then

else







where the use of the choice operator 

cannot predict which branch will be taken.















reflects that we

Function applications. The type of a function application is
determined by the rule
if
and
then



 











  















 



 







  





where the behaviour    clearly states that CML employs

a call-by-value evaluation strategy:
first the function
is

evaluated, then its argument
is evaluated, and finally the
function is applied enacting the latent behaviour on the function arrow.
Function abstractions. The type of a function abstraction is
determined by the rule

 


 
  
 

   !
fn 



where the body is analysed in an environment binding 
to " , with its behaviour  becoming latent in the resulting
function type.

Our system is designed to be a conservative extension of the
CML type system: if a program can be assigned a type in
the latter system then it can also be assigned an annotated
type # , where the “underlying” type of # is , in the former
system; and vice versa. But when examining the above rules
this might seem not to be the case, as witnessed by the situation below.
Suppose
we want
to type a conditional if


then  else  occurring inside  some function
body 


  fn  
situated in the context
fn
,
where





is of the form fn   # and
is of the form fn   # .
Further suppose that we have judgements



3.1 Inference system



if
and
and
then

3.2 Subtyping and subeffecting

Here is the behaviour of cont representing the rest of the
computation.



Conditionals. The type of a conditional is determined by the
rule

if
then

? unit

5

In the following we shall often write “type” for “annotated type”.

  
   

%$

 



int
int

 
 # 
#

int 
int 







and

  
 .'& We can thus assign and  hence  the  type
  int
int,
we can assign and hence  the

)( and
type   int
int; but in order to use the rule for

with










conditional we must
'&*( be able to assign  and  a common
type  int
int. This can be achieved using either
subeffecting or subtyping as explained below.
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Subeffecting. One approach is to find 

 
   




 
 int  # 
int
#







 



int 
int 





and

 



3.3 Polymorphism

such that





for then and , and hence
'&*( also  and  , can be assigned
the type  int
int. These
 judgements can be
obtained
provided
it
is
possible
from
to deduce that   
 

 
   and 
  ; this will for instance be the case if   
and 
  or if   is a variable with 
contained in . Formally, this is due to the subeffecting rule





 




 




  and


  #

Here the behaviour ordering
 
if
then


 




#








states that (given

the
assumptions
in
)
is
a
more
precise
behaviour
than


 in the sense7 that any action performed by  can also be
performed by  .
The rules defining the ordering express that sequential
composition “ ” is associative with  as neutral element; that
wrt. the various behaviour constructors;
“ ” is a congruence

and that “ ” is least upper bound wrt. ; it is beyond the
scope of this paper to repeat the formal details.
Subtyping. The price to pay for using subeffecting only is
that
then all occurrences of  in are indistinguishable from

 , and vice versa. In order to increase the precision of the
analysis we may use subtyping, cf. the considerations
in
[31,




Chap. 5]. This
method
allows
to
be
bound
to
and
to
be



bound to when typing ; then and are approximated to
immediately before the rule for conditional is applied, using
the subtyping rule








  and 

#  

Here the subtype relation
 







#









states that (given

the assumptions in )
is a more precise type than ; it
is induced by the subeffecting relation and unlike e.g. [28]
we do not have any ordering on base types, such as int
real. As is to be expected, the ordering is contravariant in
the argument position of a function type:




 #   and
  # and 

  "#   " #




if





then





 



 #








 



CML primitives. Closed type schemes have been preassigned
to all the primitives, of which we list a few in Table 1.
The types make it clear that transmit is a non-committing
version of send, and similarly that receive is a
non-committing version of accept.
Definitions used polymorphically. In an expression
let fun   
in end, one can use  polymorphically in ; and as the definition is recursive, one can also
use  in (but not polymorphically as we do not allow polymorphic recursion). These considerations are reflected in the
rule for typing such definitions:

    

     



       
 



if
with
and
then
provided






 


if
then

In order for a function to be used polymorphically the environment must map its name into a type scheme rather than
just a type. In SML, type schemes are of form
where
are the bound type variables; in [28], which extends polymorphism with subtyping, type schemes are
with

  augmented
constraints so as to be of the form
; in our approach we also consider behaviour and region
   variables and
hence type schemes are of the form
.







let fun



























in

 


end






This rule can only be applied provided certain side conditions
hold but for reasons of space we dispense with the precise details. The most familiar  of these state that the bound variables
must not occur in or ; the remaining conditions restrict the
 form of , and are trivially satisfied in the case
where
is empty.
The above rule can be extended to allow for “value polymorphism” as in let val  
in end where the defined entity may be something else than a function. Then even
more elaborate side conditions are needed in order to ensure
semantic soundness, as witnessed by the related approach in
[3]; one of the basic ideas is that we cannot generalise variables free in the behaviour (cf. [30]). It is beyond the scope
of this paper to explain the details of the side conditions.

 

Of particular interest is the rule for channel types:
if
and
then



"# and  "# 
  #
 chan  "# chan #







which reflects that the type of communicated values essentially occurs both covariantly (when used in receive) and
contravariantly (when used in send).
7

A similar claim is formalised in [23] where a syntactically defined ordering on behaviours is shown to be a decidable subset of the undecidable
simulation ordering, induced by an operational semantics for behaviours.

4 Inference Algorithm
We shall aim at constructing a type reconstruction algorithm
in the spirit of Milner’s algorithm
[13]: given an expression and an environment , the recursively defined function
will produce a substitution , a type , and a behaviour
 . The definition in [13] employs unification [27]: if has
been given type 
(for 
) then in order to type
else
one must unify
with bool
if  then
and with
.
Unification
works
by
decomposition:
in order



"# one recursively unifies
to unify
and "#



















   !
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Table 1. Types schemes of CML primitives.

#







primitive

type scheme

send
transmit
accept
receive
sync
spawn
wrap

  !  
  !  
  ?  
  ?  
    event
   SPAWN 
        








 













 

 







   unit
   unit event 
  

   event  

 
   unit     unit
    event      






chan
chan
chan
chan







The above unification scheme cannot directly be extended
to work for annotated types, as it is in general not possible to
unify behaviours since
these do not constitute a “free alge



may be  equivalent to  #   # without
bra”:
for
example,





 being equivalent to  # (take    #   and    # 
! int). As in [29] the remedy is to ensure that the reconstruction algorithm operates on so-called simple types 8 only:
these are types where all behaviour and region annotations
are variables.



It is now straightforward to extend unification to work for
annotated simple types but in the presence of subtyping we
can do better: consider the above case
where we analyse
a


conditional if
then
else
and
have
found
to
&  

have type( int
and have found
to have type
 
int
. We shall lose  precision,
cf.
the
considera
tions
in
Sect.
3.2,
if
we
unify
with
via
the
substitution
#!

[
]; instead we rather
create
and

 a fresh variable
%
generate the constraints $
. Our version
of
thus follows [11] in that it generates behaviour constraints.
In a similar way
we shall lose precision if we unify

 
 
with , as then
and
cannot later be instantiated to
for example function types with different latent
behaviours;

instead we shall create a fresh
type
variable
and
generate
   
 %
the type constraints9 $
.














 





$

The above considerations suggest the design of an algorithm & similar in spirit to algorithm MATCH in [7], for doing what [28] calls “forced instantiations”: given a set of constraints it rewrites the type constraints and at the same time
produces a substitution. A typical rewriting rule is

8

The development in [2], including the inference system, considers simple types only.
9 The presence of type constraints, in addition to behaviour constraints,
is a consequence of our overall design: types and behaviours are inferred
simultaneously from scratch. This should be compared with the approach
in [31] where an effect system with subtyping but without polymorphism is
presented; as the “underlying” types are given in advance it is sufficient to
generate behaviour constraints.

 

event













 



via
with











  

]

 



where in addition
we perform an occur-check: must not oc
cur in
or . However, extra variables are introduced by
rules like the above and as the produced substitutions are applied to the other constraints they may become “larger”, thus
termination is not granted and in fact a naive implementation
may loop. To prevent this from happening we have adopted
the loop check mechanism, and the termination proof, from
[7]. In the case of successful termination of & , all 
the
result
 
ing type constraints will be atomic, that is of form
.
Below we list some typical clauses in the definition
    of
given in [2]; each clause produces a quadruple
 .







 

Function abstractions. A function abstraction is analysed as
follows:











   % '   %

$
#
  
"!
the substitution [
 
#
fresh



and with "# ; and to unify a"variable
with a type
!

 one produces the substitution [
], provided that
does not occur in — this “occur-check” is needed to avoid
generation of infinite types.
with
$ 





fn 
=
let be
fresh
   

 (

let
let be fresh


in

 
 

 

    





$










%




%

which generates the behaviour constraint $ 
to express
the relation between the behaviour of the function body and
the recorded latent behaviour (which must be a variable).
Function applications. A function application is analysed as
follows:







 

=
        
let           
let  


let
be fresh 


let
* )  +
 &  
in )
) )

 
 


    
where the constraint $  





 



 
   $    %
    
  % expresses that
must be a function whose argument has  as a subtype; as
this constraint is not atomic we have to apply & on the overall
constraint set. (As in [13],  must be applied to the entities
produced by the first recursive call of  .)
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Identifiers and CML primitives. An identifier is analysed by
looking it up in the environment and taking a fresh instance

of the
associated
type
As an example,
  

 

%  scheme.
  if  

$
then
returns the
quadruple





Id

#



 





 

 
#  $

 



#



%



# # are fresh variables and where Id is the idenwhere #
tity substitution. In a similar way, a CML primitive is analysed by taking a fresh instance of its predefined
type (cf.
Sect.


3.3). An important case is the call
channel which
returns a quadruple





Id
unit


$ #

 

CHAN





#







 
#  chan
% #  % 
# $
#

with # # # fresh variables, and with the label denoting
the program point of this particular occurrence of channel
(cf. Sect. 3).
Definitions used polymorphically. Typing let expressions
is a delicate matter when it comes to deciding which variables
can be generalised and thus occur bound in the type scheme;
we shall dispense with the details but refer to [19] for a related
study (not dealing with causality).
4.1 Constraint simplification



We have seen that our algorithm
never unifies two variables but rather generates a constraint relating them; this is
done for the sake of precision but at the price of the output
becoming rather unwieldy, as one will quickly discover when
implementing the algorithm. It turns out, however, that a substantial number of the generated constraints can be replaced
by unifying substitutions without losing precision; this obserwith a
vation dates back to [6,28] and we therefore equip
simplification procedure which is called at regular intervals.
The basic idea is that a variable can be (using the terminology of [28]) shrunk into its “immediate predecessor” or
it can be boosted into its “immediate
successor”. To illus 
 
trate this consider a constraint
(behaviour
or region
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that
does not
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this correctness property is formalised in [2].
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5.1 Solving region constraints
From Sect. 4 it is apparent
% that the region constraints are
or $
; the former kind may be
of the form #
produced when & decomposes a type and the latter when







10 The transition relation is defined from the type system: 
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The bisimulation relation ! 0 on actions, among other things, formalises that

 has the intended meaning: we have e.g. that  ! 6 1!2
0 789  if R 7 
Lhid , and that 83  1!:
0 783 $  . (The definition of ! 0 given in [2, Chap.6]
is slightly flawed and must be modified according to the guidelines from
http://www.daimi.aau.dk/˜tamtoft/errataPB529.html.)
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5 Post-processing the Constraints



many cases be unit. What we are really interested in is the
behaviour  , and the
 relation between the variables occurring
there, as given by ; this constraint set may be quite large in
spite of the simplifications mentioned in Sect. 4.1 and therefore the user is given the option to let the system transform
these constraints. To further improve readability the user may
additionally choose to restrict his attention to a few selected
channel labels; for that purpose we introduce a special behaviour  which denotes creation of, or communication over,
a “hidden” channel — that is a channel located in the set L hid
of labels not selected. In this section we shall describe the
transformation tools employed by the system.
There will usually only be a few type  constraints,
and re
 
call that they will be of the atomic form
. There is
no need to further manipulate
them except that
cycles
may be

 

 
collapsed, that is if 
can be
# as well as  #

deduced from then # may be replaced by globally (in
as well as in  ).
Region constraints will be dealt with in Sect. 5.1 where
we shall see that there exists a mapping R which solves them;
hence they can be completely eliminated.
With R and Lhid given, Sect. 5.2 lists a number of transformations that can be used to
 manipulate the behaviour 
and the behaviour constraints ; the correctness criterion for
these transformations is expressed [2] using bisimulations 10 ,
as is well-known from other process algebras.
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analysing an occurrence of channel. A solution must map
each region variable into a region; as mentioned in Sect. 3 a
region is a set of program points but to cope with “open systems” we also have to allow for “external” program points.
To see this, consider the program
let fun f ch = if ... then ch
else channel ()
in f end

for which


chan







will infer the type


chan





%

and also generate the constraint $
. The result produced by f may be a channel allocated by the occurrence of
channel but it may also be a channel
given as input to the

program, through ch which has type chan . It therefore
seems reasonable to implicitly add the constraint 
where  is an “input region” corresponding to the variable
; in general such a constraint must be added for each region
variable occurring negatively in the overall type.
Clearly there exists a least solution, denoted R, to these
augmented constraints; and it is computable using
standard

iteration techniques. In the example above, R
 $ % 
which corresponds to our intuition11 .











  





From Sect. 4 it is apparent that a behaviour constraint is of
the form 
; it may be produced when & decomposes a
type (in which case also  is a variable) or when a function
abstraction is analysed.
A catalogue of basic transformation steps, to be iteratively
performed by the post-processor until no more are applicable,
is listed in the subsequent paragraphs.
Collapsing cycles. As was the case for type variables, also
cycles among behaviour variables may be collapsed; this is
done once and for all.
Hiding. In the case where attention
$ is restricted to a selection
of channels, that is when Lhid 
, actions affecting nonselected channels only are hidden:
a
behaviour CHAN is

replaced by  provided R
Lhid , similarly for ? and
! . Also this step may be done once and for all.
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Unfolding. Suppose that 
is the only constraint with
on the right hand side, then this constraint can be eliminated
and globally replaced by  provided (i) does not occur in
 , and (ii) does not appear inside any type (in which case
replacement with a non-variable  would result in a type that
is not simple).
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Instead of printing



 , the system will print just  .
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.
 
To prevent “code explosion”, unfolding should be performed only if either (i) there is at most one occurrence of
to replace, or (ii)  is very small (for example  ).



Sharing code. It turns out to be crucial that “shared code”
can be detected, as otherwise the size of the output will often
come close to the size of the source program. An instance of
the
technique is illustrated below: if the only constraint
with
 

%
on the right hand side has  left hand side $ ! int
,
and the only constraint
with
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the
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has
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%
hand side $ ! int
, then
can be globally replaced
by
and the former constraint thus removed.













Introducing new behaviour constants. For the sake of readability12 , we use   as an abbreviation for a sequence of at
most " -actions, that is
 





 

   









 



   

















Similarly,  abbreviates a potentially unbounded number of
 -actions: if for example there is a constraint  
, in
effect saying that performs two  -action before it recurses,
then may be globally replaced by   (again provided
does not occur inside any type).



5.2 Transforming behaviour, and behaviour constraints

9





6 User Interface

Our system is based on the algorithm from Sect. 4 and the
post-processing tools mentioned in Sect. 5. Below we describe how a user can interact with the system, and mention
the options available for tuning the output so as to suit his
particular needs.
The system is accessed via the web page
http://www.daimi.aau.dk/˜bra8130/TBAcml/TBA CML.html

that contains a short description of the system, including the
syntax of our CML fragment, as well as a link to the system
itself. The link leads to a page divided into two frames with
the upper frame containing the initial menu; the program to
be analysed can be taken either from a file or from the keyboard and is submitted by clicking on “Do it!”. The system
works by translating the CML fragment into a certain core
subset; for debugging purposes (but not for the casual user) it
may be useful to see this intermediate form, hence there is an
option allowing to display it.
The various features of the system are best explained by
feeding an example program into the analyser, as done in the
following sections.
12

The development in [2] does not support this transformation.
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Fig. 2. A source program and its intermediate form.

6.1 A toy example
Consider the CML program listed in the upper frame of Fig.
2; it returns a tuple of newly allocated channels some of which
may be identical.
In Fig. 2 we have chosen the option “print translation. . . ”,
hence the intermediate form (cf. above) of the source program
is shown in the lower frame. The most interesting feature is
that all occurrences of channel have been labelled so as
to record their program points (cf. Sect. 3); moreover some
program constructs have been transformed into simpler constructs.
Next we instead choose the default option “analyse . . . ”
in the upper frame, yielding the lower frame depicted in Fig.
3 containing information about the relation between program
identifiers and channel labels. The system is able to infer that
the identifier chA will always be bound to a channel located
in the region containing channel label 0; and similarly the system assigns exact regions to chB, chC, and chD. Concerning
the value of chE, the system does not attempt to predict the
outcome of tests (even though it would be trivial
 % in this case)
and hence has to approximate its region to $
.
So far we have not obtained any type or behaviour information; to do so we click on “Show!” and obtain the upper
frame depicted13 in Fig. 4. As expected the overall type of the
program is a 5-tuple; the
% first component of this tuple (chA)
and the third component (chC) is lois located in region% $
%
cated in region $ . But note that instead of printing “ $ ”
the system prints14 “chC”, since Fig. 3 reveals that this identifier may become bound to no other channel labels and no





13 Also some time measurement is given, useful for the system maintainer
only!
14 There exists an alternative option “numbered regions” in which case
“ 2 ” will be printed instead of “chC”; this yields a more uniform representation in the case where there is not a one-to-one correspondence between
program identifiers and channel labels.

other identifier may become bound to this channel label. In
this way it becomes much easier for the user to grasp the output produced by the system.
6.2 Another example
We shall use the CML program15 listed in Fig. 5, written by a
group of DAIMI students [4]; it is built from the components
mentioned in Sect. 2 and in particular employs the generic
functions
move until,
passive sync,
and
passive sync event. Its overall purpose is to control
the deposit belt in the Karlsruhe production cell (cf. the Introduction) and accordingly it initially declares two channels
for starting and stopping the belt, two channels for testing
whether there is a blank at the end, and two channels for communicating with the robot arm (placing blanks on the belt)
and with the crane (removing blanks from the belt). The main
function belt2 spawns a process which initially performs a
double handshake with the robot so as to place one blank on
the belt; then it enters the main loop belt2 cycle. The invariant of this loop is that there is one blank somewhere on
the belt; the procedure to be iterated is
1. transport the blank onto the end of the belt;
2. let the crane pick up the blank;
3. wait for the robot arm to deliver another blank.
To detect whether or not the blank has reached the end of
the belt we use two sensors connected to the same photo
cell, situated shortly before the end: when its light ray is
intercepted it signals on belt2 blank at end; when its
light ray is no more intercepted (i.e. the blank has passed
the photo cell and has thus reached the end) it signals on
belt2 no blank at end. Step 1 can then be implemented
15 On “top-level”, fun f x = e ; ... is equivalent to
let fun f x = e in ... end.
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Fig. 3. The relation between program identifiers and channel labels.

Fig. 4. Type and behaviour information.

using move until. As the robot may become ready before
the crane, we can follow the recipe from the end of Sect. 2 and
express step 2 and 3 in terms of passive sync event.
When this program is submitted to the system, it takes
about 4 seconds to run the inference algorithm
from Sect.
4 and the lower frame menu depicted in Fig. 6 appears.
On the right there is a list of the functions defined polymorphically16; one can click on each of these and its associated type scheme17 will show up in the upper frame. For
passive sync we get



unit chan R0 --B0-> unit
16

Rather: those entities defined via let and with a body different from
channel ().
17 Actually a post-processed version; one can follow a further link and get
the “raw” (i.e. not post-processed) version of the type scheme (reflecting its
use in ).

where
B0 ‘means’ R0!unit;R0?unit

as predicted in Sect. 3.
We shall now focus on the pull-down menu on top of the
lower frame which enables us to examine and manipulate the
result produced by
in various ways, making use of the
”
methods described in Sect. 5. The system prints “ means

if the post-processed constraint set contains 
and
appears on no other right hand side.









Show ‘interpreted’ type and behaviour. This is the default
option and is a rather verbose way of presentation, as the entire communication pattern
is displayed: no actions are hid
den, that is Lhid 
. Selecting this option yields an upper
frame whose contents are reproduced in Fig. 7.

12
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(* command channels *)
val belt2_start
= channel () ;
(* sensor channels *)
val belt2_blank_at_end

val belt2_stop

= channel () ;

= channel () ; val belt2_no_blank_at_end = channel () ;

(* synchronisation channels *)
val belt2_ready_for_arm2 = channel(): unit chan;
val belt2_ready_for_crane = channel(): unit chan;
(*** Global help-functions ***)
fun move_until wait_fun start_ch stop_ch =
( send(start_ch,())
; wait_fun ()
; send(stop_ch,()) );
fun passive_sync ready_ch =
( send(ready_ch,())
; accept(ready_ch) );
fun passive_sync_event ready_ch cont =
wrap ( transmit(ready_ch,()),
fn () => ( accept(ready_ch)
; cont ()
));
(* belt2 unit ***************************************************************)
fun belt2 () =
let fun belt2_cycle () =
( move_until (fn ()=>(accept(belt2_blank_at_end);
accept(belt2_no_blank_at_end)))
belt2_start
belt2_stop;
select [passive_sync_event belt2_ready_for_arm2
(fn () => passive_sync belt2_ready_for_crane),
passive_sync_event belt2_ready_for_crane
(fn () => passive_sync belt2_ready_for_arm2)];
belt2_cycle ())
in spawn(fn () => (passive_sync belt2_ready_for_arm2;
belt2_cycle ())) end;
(* starting *) belt2 ();
Fig. 5. The deposit belt (for transporting blanks).

Fig. 6. Having analysed the program from Fig. 5.
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Interpretation of inferred type:
unit
Interpretation of inferred behaviour:
unit chan {belt2_start};unit chan {belt2_stop};
a0 chan {belt2_blank_at_end};a1 chan {belt2_no_blank_at_end};
unit chan {belt2_ready_for_arm2};
unit chan {belt2_ready_for_crane};spawn (B0;B1)
Interpretation of type/behaviour variables:
B0 ‘means’ {belt2_ready_for_arm2}!unit;
{belt2_ready_for_arm2}?unit
B1 ‘means’ {belt2_start}!unit;{belt2_blank_at_end}?a0;
{belt2_no_blank_at_end}?a1;{belt2_stop}!unit;
({belt2_ready_for_crane}!unit;
{belt2_ready_for_crane}?unit;B0
+ {belt2_ready_for_arm2}!unit;
{belt2_ready_for_arm2}?unit;
{belt2_ready_for_crane}!unit;
{belt2_ready_for_crane}?unit);B1
Fig. 7. The entire communication pattern.

We see that after the initial channel allocations the main
program spawns a process which first performs B0, i.e. asks
the robot arm to place a blank on the belt, and then iterates as
indicated by B1, i.e. follows the code in belt2 cycle. The
latter function selects between two events which are symmetric as can be made apparent by unfolding B0.
Only see restricted channels. Before using this option the
user must select the channels of interest by clicking on their
occurrence in the list of channel labels.
Fig. 8 depicts18 the result of restricting our attention to
belt2 start, and reflects that each iteration of
belt2 cycle starts by writing on belt2 start and then
performs 7 hidden communications.
Print dots for hidden channels. This is basically as the previous option, but to further improve readability “ ” is printed
instead of “  ” and “  ”.
Show ‘raw’ type, behaviour, constraints. This option suppresses post-processing and displays the constraint set produced by ; for all but very small programs it will be so
large that one can hardly expect to extract useful information
manually.





Show time information. The total time spent by
is displayed, and additionally also the time spent in some of its
auxiliary functions; the latter information is useful only for
the system maintainer!
18

The system uses fork for the behavior SPAWN .

7 Case Study
To investigate the usefulness of our system we apply it to a
larger example: a CML program, the derivation of which is
described in [26], that implements the Karlsruhe production
cell put forward as a benchmark in [12]. The system can analyse this 488 lines program in less than four minutes and then
various safety properties can be tested by selecting appropriate channels; in the following we look at three such properties
and examine whether the system will enable us to validate or
falsify them. For a more comprehensive account of how the
system can be used for validation purposes, see [20].
7.1 A property that can be validated
We want to ensure that two blanks cannot be put on top of
each other on the deposit belt. For this validation we rely
on some assumptions (which may be validated subsequently)
about the environment: that the robot only drops a blank on
the belt after having successfully sent a request 19 on the channel arm2 transmit ready.
We therefore restrict our attention to the channels
belt2 start and arm2 transmit ready and this
yields the output depicted in Fig. 9; where clearly B3 is the
behaviour of the robot (arm) and B2 is the behaviour of the
belt. By unfolding B4 we end up with the following interpretation of B2
B2 ’means’ {arm2_transmit_ready}?unit;...;
{belt2_start}!unit;...;B5
B5 ’means’ ...;B2 +
19 The protocol for communicating between the belt and the robot thus
differs slightly from the one used in Sect. 6.2 (and Fig. 5).
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Fig.
8.
Focusing
belt2 start.

{arm2_transmit_ready}?unit;...;
{belt2_start}!unit;...;B5

from which we see that the deposit belt initially asks for a
blank and then repeatedly moves before asking for another
blank. This convinces us that the desired safety property holds.
7.2 A property that turns out not to hold
We want to ensure that the elevating (rotating) table is not
moved upwards if it is in its upper position, and that is not
moved downwards if it is in its lower position.
We therefore restrict our attention to the channels table upward and table downward as all vertical movements of the table are initiated via those channels, and to
the sensor channels table is bottom, table is top,
table is not bottom, and table is not top. This
yields the output depicted in Fig. 10, where B3 is the behaviour of the table.
Thus all communications on table downward are preceeded by a communication on table is top; and by unfolding B3 is is easy to see that, except for the initial case,
all communications on table upward are preceeded by a
communication on table is bottom.
However, this is not the case for the initial communication
on table upward; the behaviour will never allow it to be
preceeded by a communication on any sensor channel. Hence
our system has been used to demonstrate that the above safety
property does not hold, even though the program is developed
[26] via formal methods! We should stress that we do not
mean to criticise neither the formal development nor the verification methods nor the programmers; we merely see it as an
illustration of a typical problem in the development of complex systems and as a new area for applying program analysis
technology.

on

7.3 A property than cannot be decided by the system
We now want to ensure that the (elevating) rotating table is alternating between being rotated clockwise and counterclockwise. For that purpose we restrict our attention to the channels table left, table right, and table stop h as
all horizontal movements of the table are controlled by those
channels, and to the sensor channel table angle which
yields information about the horizontal position of the table.
This yields the output depicted in Fig. 11, where again B3 is
the behaviour of the table.
Unfortunately, this behaviour enables us neither to validate nor to disprove the desired property: B3 is a recursive
behaviour which calls B6 twice, and each invocation of B6
may move the table in either direction.
To see the reason for this shortcoming, we take a closer
look at the source code which implements the horizontal table
movement and whose behaviour is given by B6:
turn_to(a) =
let val x = accept(table_angle) in
if x < a then send(table_right,()) ...
else if x > a then send(table_left,()) ...

The problem is that our system does not incorporate any information about values of variables such as a and about the
entities communicated over channels such as table angle.
Such information would allow for different “versions” of B6,
where there for each version will be only one possible branch
as the others can be pruned.
This example also shows that our analysis in sensible to
programming style, in that it performs better if the user writes
separate procedures for left movement respectively right
movement. This naturally suggests ways to increase the power
of the system.
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Interpretation of inferred behaviour:
...;unit chan {belt2_start};...;unit chan {arm2_transmit_ready};
...;B0;B0;B0;spawn B1;spawn B2;B0;spawn B3
Interpretation of type/behaviour variables:
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’

spawn ...
...;B1
{arm2_transmit_ready}?unit;...;B4;B5
...;B6
{belt2_start}!unit;...
...;B2 + {arm2_transmit_ready}?unit;...;B4;B5
...;B7
...;
(...;B8
+ ...;(...;B8 + ...;{arm2_transmit_ready}!unit;...);
B3)
B8 ’means’ ...;
({arm2_transmit_ready}!unit;...;B6
+ ...;{arm2_transmit_ready}!unit;...;B7)
Fig. 9. Checking for blank collisions.

Interpretation of inferred behaviour:
...;unit chan {table_upward};...;unit chan {table_downward};...;
a0 chan {table_is_bottom};a1 chan {table_is_not_bottom};
a2 chan {table_is_top};a3 chan {table_is_not_top};...;B0;B0;B0;
spawn B1;spawn B2;spawn B3;spawn B4
Interpretation of type/behaviour variables:
B0
B1
B2
B3

’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’

B4
B5
B6
B7
B8

’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’

spawn ...
...;B1
...;B5
...;{table_upward}!unit;{table_is_top}?a2;...;
{table_downward}!unit;{table_is_bottom}?a0;...;B3
...;B6
...;B2 + ...;B5
...;B7
...;(...;B8 + ...;(... + ...;B8);B4)
...;(...;B6 + ...;B7)
Fig. 10. Checking for excessive vertical table movements.

8 Conclusion

For more traditional reasoning about behaviours one
might consider developing an automated tool (like [34] for
the -calculus).

We have described a system20 for extracting communication
behaviours from CML programs. Future developments may
incorporate control flow analysis [8,18] (so as to exploit contexts in the form of call strings) and constant propagation (for
tracking constants sent over channels) in order to increase the
power of the system; for further reducing the output size it
would be helpful to add recognition of common subexpressions21 .

Already the present system is useful for analysing reactive systems written in CML. We strongly believe that the insights presented here should enable the development of similar systems, for other programming languages and other
choices of behaviour. In this way, the current research opens
up a new avenue for the use of program analysis for validation
of software [20].

20 Available from
http://www.daimi.aau.dk/˜bra8130/TBAcml/TBA CML.html.
21 In Fig. 7 then (i) the occurrence in the code for B1 of the code
for B0 may be replaced by B0, and (ii) a new variable B2 may be

introduced, with the interpretation belt2 ready for crane!unit;
belt2 ready for crane?unit.
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Interpretation of inferred behaviour:
...;unit chan {table_left};unit chan {table_stop_h};
unit chan {table_right};...;int chan {table_angle};...;B0;B0;B0;
spawn B1;spawn B2;spawn B3;spawn B4
Interpretation of type/behaviour variables:
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’
’means’

spawn ...
...;B1
...;B5
...;B6;...;B6;B3
...;B7
...;B2 + ...;B5
{table_angle}?int;
(e
+ {table_left}!unit;B8;{table_stop_h}!unit
+ {table_right}!unit;B8;{table_stop_h}!unit)
B7 ’means’ ...;B9
B8 ’means’ ...;{table_angle}?int;(e + B8)
B9 ’means’ ...;(...;B10 + ...;(... + ...;B10);B4)
B10 ’means’ ...;(...;B7 + ...;B9)
Fig. 11. Checking for alternating horizontal table movements.

Implementation issues. The development of the system was
based on a formal system for assigning behaviours to CML
programs. We then transformed it into an algorithm for inferring these behaviours automatically. In a sense this is all
what is needed for the theoretical development, but to present
a useful tool we had to combat (1) the size of the output presented to the user, and (2) the time taken to produce that output. Sections 4.1 (simplification during analysis) and 5 (postprocessing) gave an overview of the rather extensive set of
techniques needed in order to overcome (1); by performing
constraint simplification regularly (the “optimal” placement
has required some experimentation) this naturally also contributed to reducing (2).
But to overcome (2), quite some programming using efficient data structures was needed: initially the program in Sect.
7 was too large for our system and to analyse subparts took
hours, whereas now the whole program takes only a couple
of minutes. A main challenge was to ensure that certain operations on variables could be performed efficiently, including “shrink” and “boost” (cf. Sect 4.1) and various “closures”
(for dealing with polymorphism). To achieve this goal we devised a graph representation for constraints, making use of
the imperative features of Moscow ML (such as arrays); it
also turned out to be advantageous to switch between various
representations according to the operation in question.
Acknowledgements. We wish to thank Hans Rischel [26] for drawing our attention to the problem of validating a CML implementation of the production cell. We would also like to thank Peter Sestoft
for inspiring us to make a web-interfaced system, and for answering questions about Moscow ML. Kirsten L.S. Gasser developed
the “front end” of our system: a parser for CML and a translator into
our intermediate language. The code in Fig. 5, used to illustrate several features of CML and of our system, is part of a larger program

written by Peter Andersen, Anette Christensen, Henning Jehøj, Jacob Grydholt Jensen, Tina Olesen, and Jan-Henrik Paulsen [4].
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